Field Trip - DNHG Field Trip to Sharjah Museums by Bellobus
Coordinator - Sonja Lavrencic
DNHG Member, Hazelle Page has kindly arranged a one-day visit for DNHG members on Saturday 7th January 2017 to the following museums in Sharjah:

a. Sharjah Archaeology Museum to see ‘Petra – the Desert Wonder’ exhibition
b. Sharjah Museum of Islamic Civilisation to see ‘Spectacle and Splendour’ – exhibition of Ottoman textiles from Hungary
c. Sharjah Arts Museum to see the Islamic Arts Festival

It will be possible also to visit the souqs which are close by.

The trip will be by Bellobus as Sharjah Archaeology Museum is situated away from the centre of Sharjah. The bus will leave the usual pick-up point in Dubai at 8.30 a.m. and return to Dubai by about 5.30 p.m.

There will be small cafes and restaurants where participants can buy lunch or they can bring their own snacks.

Further information including more detailed timings and details of the exhibitions will be sent to interested participants plus also directions to the pick-up point for the Bellobus near Jumeirah English Speaking School.

Maximum number 35. Approximate cost of Bus per person Dh50/-. 
Sonja Lavrencic at lavson@gmail.com